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Vertical prototyping of the gridding algorithm on GPU

September 25, 2018

This memo summarises two avenues of exploration concerning optimisation of the w-projection gridding
algorithm on accelerators. A timeline of work related to the gridding algorithm, including in other memos, is
shown below.

Memo 36 – Convolution Gridding on CPU, GPU and KNL Describes an initial optimised version of
the gridding algorithm referred to as the ‘tile-based’ gridding code, produced by NAG from a very basic serial
implementation. The GPU version was most performant, then a 24 code CPU implementation, then the KNL
implementation.

Memo 73 – Chebyshev polynomial approximation of kernels in w-projection gridding algorithm
on GPU

Describes an attempt to optimise the w-projection gridding algorithm, which is naively bandwidth bound, by
fitting Chebyshev polynomials to the convolution kernels and evaluating them on the fly; this should increase the
computational work but reduce memory accesses. It was found that optimisations introduced in the tile-based
version make the algorithm sufficiently compute bound on GPU to make further addition of computational work
decrease rather than increase performance.

Part I – NAG & NVIDIA implementation of gridding for W-projection
Describes improvements made to the tile-based gridding code by NVIDIA, largely in the area of load bal-

ancing work across GPU blocks. It also describes later improvements to the convolution kernel layout scheme,
which targeted the high instruction latency of the algorithm. These combined improvements reduced the run
time of the tile-based code by 12 %.

Part II – A comparison of moving-window and tile-based gridding codes on the same data set
and GPU architecture

Compares the tile-based code (including NVIDIA optimisations but not later improvements) with an earlier
gridding algorithm from 2012 by J.Romein, referred to as the ‘moving-window’ code. Performance and accu-
racy are considered, in particular including the effect of assumptions made by the moving-window code. For
simulation data, it was found that the two codes appeared to have comparable performance in the regime where
the effect of assumptions made on the accuracy of the moving-window code is negligible. For real SKA data,
the assumptions made are likely to be more valid and may have allowed the moving-window code to outperform
the tile-based code.

Also included is a more thorough study of the performance limiters of both codes; the tile-based code
was found to be compute bound and the moving-window code bandwidth bound. Finally, the process and
complexities of preparing two different gridding algorithms for exact comparison on the same data set was
documented.

Memo 74 – Optimisation of the w-projection gridding algorithm for FPGA using Intel OpenCL
Describes optimisation of the gridding algorithm for FPGA using OpenCL, with guidance from Intel. An

FPGA version which is competitive with a many core CPU version could not be completed in the time available,
with the largest challenge being optimising memory layouts and accesses to make best use of the chip’s limited
global bandwidth. An overview of FPGA optimisation areas relevant to the gridding algorithm and the effects
of using OpenCL on developer time are included.
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Part I

NAG & NVIDIA implementation of gridding
for W-projection
Authors: Fred Dulwich, Stephane Chauveau
April 11, 2018

Abstract
This note summarises work carried out with the Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG), and subsequently

NVIDIA, to optimise their implementation of the visibility gridding algorithm used for W-projection on
many-core GPUs. The modifications introduced by NVIDIA led to a simpler work-sharing scheme which
reduced the run-time of the NAG implementation by up to 34 percent. Subsequent work has mainly focussed
on rearranging the convolution kernels in order to reduce the number of instructions needed to access the
data, as the NVIDIA version was affected by high instruction latency. The use of a more optimal kernel
layout resulted in a simpler indexing scheme, which allowed us to reduce the number of registers used per
thread from 92 to 80. We were also able to re-use some of the computation performed in the pre-processing
stage, where visibility data points are sorted into tiles. Together, these optimisations yielded a further 12
percent reduction in the kernel run-time over NVIDIA’s implementation using a P100 GPU.

1 Introduction
This work builds on the project undertaken by the Numerical Algorithms Group (NAG) to investigate methods
of parallelising the convolutional gridding procedure used in the radio astronomy imaging algorithm known
as W-projection. The W-projection algorithm is described in [2]. The work done by NAG to implement a
parallel gridder using multi-core Intel Xeon, Intel Xeon Phi (Knight’s Landing) and NVIDIA GPU (Pascal
P100) processors is described in detail in their report, which is also available as SDP Memo 36. We summarise
their GPU implementation in the following section to provide context for the subsequent work.

1.1 Background
The convolution kernels used for W-projection can only be defined numerically in the Fourier domain of the
grid, so they are usually computed offline and stored in look-up tables. A simple serial implementation of the
gridding procedure would iterate over each visibility in turn, reading its complex amplitude, its scalar weighting
factor and its (uu, vv, ww) coordinates in Fourier space, convolving data onto the grid one cell at a time. The
(uu, vv) coordinates determine where the visibility point falls on the 2D grid, and the ww coordinate determines
which one of the kernels will be used to do the convolution onto the grid. Visibilities with larger absolute values
of ww require convolution kernels with larger support sizes. The convolution kernel must always be centred on
the visibility coordinates (uu, vv). To improve the accuracy of the convolution and allow for the position of each
visibility point within its grid cell, the kernels are generated at a higher resolution than the grid itself, where
each dimension of the kernel typically is oversampled by at least a factor of 4 [2]. For each grid cell therefore,
there are (oversample)2 pixels available to choose from in the kernel. However, this also means that any given
visibility makes use of only 1/(oversample)2 of each kernel when updating the grid, with offsets (offu, offv)
within the grid cell used to determine which parts of the oversampled kernel to actually use. The convolution
kernels are also square-symmetric (they have D2 symmetry), so to save memory it is possible to store only one
quarter of each.
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2 Summary of GPU implementation by NAG
The approach adopted by NAG to parallelise the gridding algorithm was to divide the grid into small tiles, sort
the visibility data according to which tile(s) their grid updates would intersect, and accumulate results for each
tile independently using a combination of registers and local shared memory. The accumulated results for each
tile are then written back to the global grid.

2.1 Tile parameters
The tile size was originally 32 × 32, and the grid of tiles is arranged so that the central tile is centred on the
centre of the grid. An initial pass through the visibility data counts the number of visibility points whose grid
updates intersect each tile, so that the bucket sort can be performed.

2.2 Bucket sort
The bucket sort is not a true sort in the traditional sense, as is more similar to a histogram, or binning
procedure, than a sort. Its function is to assign visibilities to one or more tiles, so that each tile can be
processed independently and concurrently. A drawback of the tiled approach means that, if the grid updates
from a single visibility point intersect more than one tile, the data for that point will be duplicated by the
number of tiles it affects.

2.3 Tile updates
Each tile is processed using a number of CUDA thread blocks of size 32× 2 (which is an integer multiple of the
CUDA warp size of 32). Visibilities within each tile are processed sequentially, but the CUDA kernel is launched
with parameters that allow all tiles to be processed at once. Each thread within the thread block loads the
same visibility data from global memory (for each visibility whose updates intersect the tile), but each thread
is responsible for updating a different part of the tile. Updates to the tile along the u-dimension are performed
concurrently by multiple threads within the warp, and the warp of threads iterates over the tile v-dimension.
The top half of each tile is stored in registers local to each thread, and the bottom half of the tile is stored in
shared memory. Visibilities with support sizes that do not cover every column of the tile will introduce warp
divergence, and will therefore lower the efficiency of the tile update. In the implementation by NAG, most tiles
are processed using 16 thread blocks per tile, but the central 8 × 8 tiles of the grid are assigned 1000 thread
blocks per tile, since the central region typically contains many more visibility points. After all local updates
to each tile are complete, data in the tiles are written back to the grid held in global memory using atomic
additions.

The main drawback with this implementation is that load balancing is not automatic, because each tile
is processed using a fixed number of thread blocks. If some tiles contain many more visibilities than others,
performance can suffer because some thread blocks will need to process much more data, while others will be
idle.

2.4 Convolution kernel layout
The original serial version of the gridding function accessed the convolution kernel data at sub-cell offsets
(offu, offv) in strides of oversample in both the u and v dimensions to allow for the position of the visibility inside
its grid cell. Although this strided access pattern was conceptually simple, the cache efficiency of convolution
kernel look-ups using this simple method was extremely poor. The implementation by NAG improves the
access pattern by rearranging the convolution kernel data so that accesses to the kernels in the u dimension
are contiguous, and can therefore be coalesced. (Accesses in the v dimension remain strided, but cannot be
coalesced anyway.) To keep the kernels small and exploit symmetry as much as possible, only half the width
of the kernel is stored for values of offu = 0 and offu = ±oversample/2, but this means that the indexing
scheme requires extra conditional branches to handle the different cases. Full details of this indexing scheme
are provided in section 3.5 of the NAG report.
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Figure 1: The scheme used to update a tile with visibility data. For every visibility whose grid update intersects
the tile, every cell in the tile is given two indices j and k relative to the cell the visibility point falls into.

3 Modifications by NVIDIA
3.1 Dynamic thread blocks
A substantial improvement to the way visibilities are processed in tiles was made by NVIDIA. Instead of
launching a fixed number of thread blocks per tile, it was found to be much more efficient to launch a large
number (10000) of thread blocks for the whole grid, where each thread block is now responsible for loading a
sub-set of the visibility data, and updating the tiles it affects. This is possible because visibility data are still
pre-sorted using the bucket sort, so visibilities loaded from memory do not change tile very often. As part of
the bucket sort, the tile index for each visibility is stored in global scratch memory. The tile itself is still stored
locally using a combination of registers and shared memory, but the tile size is reduced to 32 × 16, and the
thread block is now of size 32 × 1. This is sketched in Figure 1. This approach eliminates the need to treat
portions of the grid differently by arbitrarily assigning different numbers of thread blocks to different tiles: load
balancing is now automatic, as thread blocks simply process the next sub-set of visibilities. If a visibility point
in the sub-set belongs in a different tile to the one being processed, the local tile is first written out to the global
grid (again using atomic additions) before being cleared and treated as the new tile.

3.2 Shared visibility data cache
The other main advantage of switching to a visibility-centric thread block rather than a purely tile-centric one
is that it becomes possible to cache visibility data into a portion of shared memory, and use the 32 threads in
the block to cooperate by loading data for 32 visibilities at once. A global counter is updated using atomics
to keep track of the next sub-set of visibility data to load. All tile updates are then performed by accessing
visibility data from shared memory, which is more efficient than having to access global memory each time.
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Data-set EL30-56 EL56-82 EL82-70
GPU time (NAG) 1225 639 412
GPU time (NVIDIA) 809 437 314

Table 1: Total GPU time, without data copy on P100 GPU. Figures show execution times for all GPU kernels,
in milliseconds.

4 Subsequent work
4.1 Convolution kernel layout
The modifications introduced by NVIDIA substantially reduced the total GPU time required to process the SKA
EL30-56 data set from 1225 ms to 809 ms (ignoring data transfers) on a P100 GPU; a reduction of 34 percent.
For the more realistic SKA EL56-82 data set, the reduction was still significant, from 639 ms to 437 ms, or 32
percent. However, the NVIDIA Visual Profiler revealed that the kernel performance was still impacted by high
instruction latency, which suggested that performance could be increased further if the number of instructions
required to index the convolution kernel data could be reduced. This was done by again rearranging the memory
used to hold convolution kernel data prior to the gridding.

As with the version from NAG, the new memory layout for the kernels keeps the grid index u as the fastest
varying, so global memory accesses are still coalesced. The major difference over the layout used by the NAG
version is that the full width of the kernels are now stored also for both offu = 0 and offu = ±oversample/2,
so that the logic to handle different cases of offu is no longer required. In addition, the values of (offu, offv) are
fixed for any given visibility point, so it makes sense to choose offu as the slowest varying dimension for each of
the rearranged convolution kernels; the values of offv and j then determine which section of contiguous kernel
values are used by each iteration of the warp of threads that update each row in the tile. The disadvantage
of this is that slightly more global memory is required to store the convolution kernels. However, this simpler
kernel indexing scheme also allows much more to be done in the “cooperative loading region” where visibility
data are cached into shared memory. Most of the kernel index calculations are now done once per visibility,
instead of once per grid-point update in the tile.

4.2 Re-use of intermediate values
The initial pass of the visibility data for the bucket sort must calculate the W-plane index of each visibility point,
so instead of storing each visibility’s actual ww-coordinate as part of the sort, we store the computed W-plane
index instead for use in the gridding kernel. We also store the (uu, vv) coordinates scaled into grid units. By not
recomputing these values, we save three extra multiplies, one square root and one round-to-nearest operation
for each visibility point.

4.3 Summary
Together, the optimisations described in this section reduced the register count per thread from 92 to 80, and
reduced the kernel run-time from 370 ms for the NVIDIA implementation to 327 ms (a 12 percent reduction)
using the SKA EL56-82 test data set.

5 Conclusion
The source code for the gridding algorithm described in this memo is available in the Git repository at
https://github.com/OxfordSKA/GPU-gridding.
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Part II

A comparison of moving-window and tile-based
gridding codes on the same data set and GPU
architecture
Authors: Anna Brown, Wes Armour
April 27, 2018

6 Introduction
The purpose of this report was to compare a new GPU implementation of the w-projection gridding algorithm,
optimised by Jacques Du Toit of NAG and Stephane Chauveau of NVIDIA [1] to the 2012 code by John Romein
[3]. A description of the w-projection algorithm can be found in [2]. The code was run using the same input
data and on the same P100 GPU to allow fair comparison of the performance, accuracy and requirements on
input data for each method.

As few changes were made to the moving-window code as possible, but some unavoidable changes are
discussed along with potential effects on performance and possible further optimisations that could be made.

The tile-based code has been more heavily optimised than the adapted moving-window code so the compar-
ison cannot be entirely conclusive. However, the profiling results indicate that the tile-based code could be a
viable alternative in certain circumstances, particularly when the assumption that wsupport remains constant
between time steps doesn’t hold or when data cannot be sorted by baseline such as after baseline dependent
averaging.

This report does not make any comparison to the more recent Image Domain Gridding implementation –
this is a natural next step.

7 Codes to compare
Three w-projection gridding codes are compared:

• Unoptimised serial CPU version used for reference

• 2017 ‘tile-based’ GPU code which involves breaking up the grid into 2D tiles and presorting visibilities
into the tiles. Code available at https://github.com/OxfordSKA/GPU-gridding/tree/NVIDIA. For a
description of the initial NAG optimisation see [1].

• 2012 ‘moving-window’ GPU code in which a seperate window of size wsupport that moves across the grid
is used for each baseline. Original code is available at https://github.com/awson/Romein-gridding/
blob/master/Gridding-0.2. For a description of the algorithm see [3]. Modified code here: https:
//github.com/OxfordSKA/GPU-gridding-movingWindow.

8 Modifications made to standardize input data
The original data for the moving-window code included visibility coordinates from a 6 hour LOFAR observation
(946 baselines, 10s time steps and 16 channels) with hard coded dummy visibility values and convolution kernel
values. This code was modified to run with the same data as used for the tile-based code (Simulation data with
130816 baselines, 240 time steps and 1 channel), which required changes to read in the visibility coordinates
and values, the global grid size and convolution kernel values from the tile-based code. The data set used in this
study is available at https://confluence.ska-sdp.org/display/WBS/Gridding+Challenge as ‘SKA 56-82’.
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Moving-window initial Moving-window updated Tile-based
Visibilities 2,043,360 31,395,840 31,395,840
Baselines 946 130,816 130,816
Time steps 2160 240 240
Time steps per block 30 1-240 240
Time step interval 10s 30s 30s
Channels 16 1 1
Polarisations 4 1 1
Global grid size 2048×2048 18000×18000 18000×18000
Working grid size 2048×2048 5000×5500 5000×5500
W planes 32 1201 601
Min support size2 8-128 4 4
Max support size2 8-128 72 72
Elements stored per w-plane 2 × support size 2 × support size + 2 support size + 1
Oversample 8 4 4
Spacing of w planes evenly spaced by w coord spaced by

√
w spaced by

√
w

1: The number of time steps per block was constant per run, with a range of runs profiled.
2: The initial moving-window code used one support size per run, with a range of runs profiled

Table 2

A description of the changes made is shown in Table 2. Initial settings for the moving-window code are
taken from [3]. In addition:

• References to OpenCL and texture memory interpolation were removed from the moving-window code as
these were not considered in the study

• The ORDER_W_OV_OU_V_U option was used – ie kernels were stored by oversample first, then uv
coordinate.

• Number of CUDA streams was changed from 2 to 1 as communication time was not considered when
profiling.

• The tile-based code does work on a trimmed region of the global grid (that actually contains visibilities)
so the moving-window code was adjusted to match this by shifting the coordinates of the input visibilities.

• Weights were removed from the gridding kernel – instead of reading in a weight from memory a value of
1 was used.

• Calculation of visibility weighting was removed from the tile-based code as this is not included in the
moving-window code.

8.1 W Plane values
In [3], the moving-window code uses w planes (convolution kernels) of a single size (support size) for all visibility
coordinates. The code can be run with different support sizes for different baselines, but not different support
sizes for the same baseline within one block of time steps (handled by one CUDA block).

The tile-based code makes no assumptions about support size and the data set used includes baselines where
the support size changes over time for one baseline. In order to handle this in the moving-window code, the
assumption was made that the w-coordinate does not change within one block of time steps. The w coordinate
of the first time step in a block was used, and the block size was then varied from 1 time step to 240 time steps
to test the effect of this assumption on performance and accuracy.

The maximum kernel size used was 146 (support size 72). Kernels smaller than the maximum size were
zero padded, which should negatively impact memory access patterns. This could be optimised by storing the
kernels without padding and adding an extra array to keep track of starting offset for each kernel.

For each visibility the oversampled convolution kernel should be centred on the visibility and the resulting
value of the kernel at the centre of the grid cell (which may be in a different section to the visibility) needs to
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be convolved with the visibility value. In the moving-window code, a grid cell was divided into OVERSAMPLE
equal sections and the section which a visibility fell into was found and used as an index into the kernel array,
meaning this index must store the correct value corresponding to the centre of the grid cell. It was found to
be easier to calculate the distance between the section the visibility was in and the section in the centre of the
cell, and use this offset to index into the kernel array. This added a few additional calculations to the gridding
kernel. In practice, it should be possible to initialise the kernel array in such a way that the position of the
visibility (the section it lies in) correctly returns the value of the kernel at the centre of the grid cell when used
as an index.

Related to the previous point – in order for convolution kernels, when centred on each visibility, to have a
point located in the centre of the global grid cell, the convolution kernels need to be offset from the global grid
by half an oversampled cell (ie by grid cell size/(2 × OVERSAMPLE)). This again added a few calculations to
the gridding kernel.

9 Performance comparison
In order to run the moving-window code using the tile-based data set, a significant amount of ‘artificial’ pre-
processing was introduced before handling every new block of time steps – the data had to be copied into the
data structures used by the moving-window code, including rearranging visibility data to be indexed first by
baseline and then by time. This work obviously shouldn’t be included in timing runs as a production version of
the moving-window code would use its own data reader suited to its data structures. For this reason, only the
time spent in the gridding kernel was considered when profiling. When time steps were divided into multiple
blocks in the moving-window code, the total time spent in all kernels as recorded by nvprof was used.

Figure 2 shows the time total time taken to grid 240 time steps, with time steps grouped into blocks of
varying sizes. The red line shows the total time of 438ms for gridding and tile preparation kernels for the
tile-based code for the same data set. Here tile preparation in the tile-based code involves sorting visibilities
into tiles by uv coordinate. The data used in the graph is shown in the ‘coalesced access’ column of Table 3.

The cross-over point where the moving-window code starts to outperform the tile-based code is around 10
time steps per block. An accuracy test should therefore be aimed at determining if it is feasible to use 10 or
more time steps per block.

Figure 2: Total gridding kernel time for 240 time steps of the moving-window code (blue points) on P100
grouped into blocks of varying size, vs the tile-based code (red line).
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Blocks Time steps Gridding time with Gridding time without Matrix norm error
per block coalesced access (ms) coalesced access (ms)

240 1 4375.94 4376.08 0.000045
120 2 2207.67 2207.63 0.000841
60 4 1181.79 1182.12 0.002471
30 8 1146.40 1149.70 0.005752
24 10 481.36 480.62 0.007392
20 12 411.09 410.36 0.009034
15 16 322.47 324.86 0.012293
12 20 276.44 277.09 0.015576
8 30 220.72 221.98
4 60 194.27 194.65
2 120 221.33 221.73
1 240 310.00 311.65

Table 3: Total gridding kernel time for 240 time steps of the moving-window code on P100, grouped into blocks
of varying number of time steps and averaged over three trials. Coalesced access runs use visibility data in
global GPU memory with time as the fastest varying index and uncoalesced access runs have baseline as the
fastest varying index. Error is the difference in the output grid relative to a reference serial version

9.1 Effect of input data order on performance
The moving-window code takes visibility and coordinate data in the form array[baslines][timesteps], ie with time
as the fastest varying dimension. These data arrays are copied with coalesced reads from GPU global memory
to shared memory. However, the data from SKA will have time as the slowest varying dimension, resulting in an
uncoalesced read. Testing the effect of fully uncoalesced reads using data in the form array[timesteps][baselines]
on the moving-window code showed a negligible effect on performance, likely due to the small number of accesses
to visibility data compared with the number of accesses to w planes. This data is summarised in Table 3 along
with the time for coalesced runs.

9.2 Performance limiter
The performance limiters of the tile-based and moving-window codes are significantly different, as shown in
Figure 3, generated using the nvvp profiler. The tile-based code is heavily compute bound, and uses just
under 90 % of the available compute power of the P100. By contrast, the moving-window code is bound by
memory bandwidth to the L2 cache, and uses approximately 65 % of the maximum L2 bandwidth. The full
nvvp report for each code is included in the Appendices to this report. Appendix A contains the report for the
moving-window code with uncoalesced access to global visibility and coordinate data, Appendix B contains the
moving-window report with uncoalesced accesses and Appendix C contains the tile-based report.

Here the moving-window measurement is generated from the first (and longest) gridding kernel call in a
run where 16 time steps are assigned per block. At this point, the moving-window code is outperforming the
tile-based code. This is a strong argument that the compute efficiency, ie the FLOPS/s as a percentege of the
maximum possible performance, is not enough to determine the performance of a code – in this case, the more
performant moving-window code has low utilisation of the compute units in the GPU due to using a different
algorithm that relies more heavily on memory accesses.

A fairer comparison is to look at the percentage utilisation of the resource which is limiting performance
for a particular code, ie comparing compute utilisation for the tile-based code to bandwidth utilisation for the
moving-window code. However, this is still not a perfect predictor of performance as the effiency with which
operations translate to useful work in the algorithm must also be taken into account. In this case, the tile-based
code uses an algorithm that has significant branch divergence, leading to threads in a warp standing idle but
still registering as performing compute operations. This leads to a somewhat misleading compute utilisation
figure.

In the end, while percentage utilisation of the performance limiting resource can help to understand the
behaviour of a code and how to optimise it, the final deciding factor on performance must be the run time of
the program.
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Figure 3: nvvp profiling showing performance limiter for tile-based code with coalesced accesses (top) and
moving-window code for the first gridding kernel with 16 time steps per block (bottom)

Implementation Single Precision Error Double Precision Error
Moving-window 4.5× 10−5 2.69× 10−5

Tile-based 5.8× 10−5

Table 4: Difference between GPU and serial reference version for the tile-based code in single precision and
moving-window code in single and double operation precision. All input data is in single precision for all cases.
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10 Accuracy comparison
In direct comparison to the serial code, which assumes that wsupport can vary per baseline on every time step,
the moving-window code will show the closest results when it is run with one time step per block (as wsupport
can then change at every block). As a note, the serial code involves accumulation of many small values serially
in single precision, and therefore is not perfectly accurate – it could be expected to have more numerical error
than the two GPU codes, which accumulate values in parallel.

However, the codes should be expected to match within a reasonable tolerance. In order to verify the
correctness of the changes introduced, the two GPU codes were compared against the serial code according to:

error = ||Ĝ−G||F
||Ĝ||F

(1)

=

√∑
i,j |Ĝi,j −Gi,j |2√∑

i,j |Ĝi,j |2
(2)

(3)

The error of the moving-window and tile-based codes when run in single or double precision (though always
working on an input data set in single precision) is shown in Table 4. The combination of low matrix norm error,
error going down after changing from single to double precision and the similarity in magnitude of difference
between the serial and tile-based code was considered sufficient verification that the moving-window code had
been modified correctly for the case with one time step per block.

As an aside, there was seen to be a noticeable difference when the serial code used uvw coordinates with the
origin at the centre of the grid and the moving-window code used coordinates centred at the corner of the grid.
This appears to be due to the latter involving larger dynamic range and thus a worse ability to resolve exact
visibility positions.

10.1 Effect of changing number of time steps per block
The code was then run with multiple time steps per block, to measure the effect of assuming the w value
remained constant over that period. The results are summarised in Table 3 and Figure 4. The matrix norm
error at the cross-over point of 10 time steps per block is 0.007392.

In order to better picture the physical significance of this error, the output grid was used to generate an
image by taking the FFT of the grid and correcting for the tapering function. These steps were performed in
double precision, meaning that the error in the output grid should dominate any error added in the process
of creating the image. The data set used contained a regular grid of 16 by 16 sources, with the final image
shown in Figure 5. The source in row 0, column 7 generated by the moving-window code at various numbers
of time steps per block was compared to the reference serial code (source circled in Figure 5). As it is far from
the phase centre, this source should be sensitive to using an incorrect w-coordinate due to the assumption of
constant w-coordinate per time step block. The results are shown in Figures 6 and 7. As can be seen, there is
negligible difference between the two codes for blocks with one time step, as expected. At the cross-over point
at 10 time steps per block, there is a small difference at the source centre (2.5%), and this error grows until the
source looks visibly smeared at 30 time steps per block.

The difference in magnitude at the source (the central bright point) of the moving-window code relative
to the reference serial code is shown in Figure 8. The smaller difference for the sources in the next two rows
towards the centre of the image is also included. The percentage difference for row zero at 10 time steps per
block is 2.4%, and at 16 time steps per block rises to 6.2 %.
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Figure 4

Figure 5

0 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.2 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.36 0.4

Figure 6: From left to right: absolute difference between moving-window and serial images, moving-window
image generated with 1 time step per block, serial image. Colourmap on difference image ranges from [0:5×10−5].
Final images range from [0:0.4].
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0 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.2 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.36 0.4

0 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.2 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.36 0.4

0 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.2 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.36 0.4

0 0.04 0.08 0.12 0.16 0.2 0.24 0.28 0.32 0.36 0.4

Figure 7: From left to right: absolute difference between moving-window and serial images, moving-window
image generated with 1 time step per block, serial image. Colourmap on difference image ranges from [0:0.035].
Final images range from [0:0.4]. From top to bottom: 10 time steps per block, 16 time steps per block, 20 time
steps per block, 30 time steps per block.
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Figure 8

Moving-window initial Moving-window adapted Tile-based
array size (MB) array size (MB) array size (MB)

Visibility values 0.22 29.9 239.5
u coord 0.11 15.0 119.8
v coord 0.11 15.0 119.8
w coord 0.11 15.0 119.8
Total 0.54 74.9 598.9

Table 5

11 Memory use and data movement
For visibility data, the memory use is as follows:

• visibility values: number of baselines × number of time steps × complex float (8B)

• u, v, w coordinates, weight: number of baselines × number of time steps × real float (4B)

The memory use for the tile-based code and the moving window code (initial and adapted to use the tile-
based data set) is shown in Table 5 in MB. It is assumed that 30 time steps per block are used for the moving
window code and 240 time steps are processed at once in the tile-based code and the memory for holding
exactly that amount of data is calculated. Naturally, more visibility data could be copied at once and processed
in several batches. To stream in visibility data using a double-buffered system, twice the total memory reported
here would be required.

For the output grid, the memory use depends on whether the grid is trimmed to encompass only the region
that actually contains visibilities. While trimming the grid reduces the total working memory for one lot
of visibilities, it would mean either a) a maximum region encompassing all visibilities for all time was used
throughout or b) the grid was resized with new bounds after each block of visibilities. An alternative is to leave
the entire output grid on the GPU – this should not actually increase the amount of work done by either code.
Keeping the entire grid on the GPU also has the advantage that the FFT which follows the gridding step can
be performed on the same data without requiring memory copy.

The data requirements in each case are summarised below.

• full grid for initial moving-window implementation: grid size × grid size × complex float (8B) = 32 MB

• trimmed grid: trimmed grid size × trimmed grid size × complex float (8B) = 209.9 MB

• full grid: grid size × grid size × complex float (8B) = 2471.9 MB

For the convolution kernels, the memory use depends on the how much symmetry in the kernel values is
exploited. The kernels are symmetric about the u and v axes, and kernels with the same w coordinate but
opposite sign are complex conjugates of each other. The tile-based code stores half as many kernels as the
moving-window code and calculates the complex conjugate when required. The tile-based code also only stores
one quadrant of the kernels, using 1/4 the memory of the moving-window code per kernel. Note that there is no
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obvious algorithmic reason these could not also be implemented for the moving-window code if memory usage
needed to be reduced.

The data requirements for the kernels are summarised below.

• moving-window: number of w indices × (2 × max wsupport + 1) × oversample × (2 × max wsupport +
1) × oversample = 379 MB

• tile-based: (number of w indices / 2) × (max wsupport + 1) × oversample × (max wsupport + 1) ×
oversample = 48 MB

For a streaming visibility implementation, the total memory requirements for the moving window code are
738.7 MB for a trimmed grid and 3000.7 MB for a full grid. For the tile-based code, they are 1455.7 MB for the
trimmed grid and 3717.7 MB for an untrimmed grid. Both implementations come well short of the maximum
memory of 16GB. A possible next step would be to experiment with the amount of visibility data stored on the
GPU to find the best way to overlap loading new visibilities with doing the gridding algorithm.

It is important to note that while all performance results have been, as a starting point, calculated under the
assumption that all communication costs can be completely hidden by computation, this has not been tested
and is not guaranteed.

12 Implications for algorithm choice and configuration
In the data set used here, each time step is equivalent to 30s of data, a typical simulation value. With this data,
the moving-window code begins to become more performant than the tile-based code once the number of time
steps per block is greater than 10. However, in this region at approximately 10-16 time steps per block, errors
due to the assumption of constant w value per block begin to become noticeable. For this kind of simulation
work, the tile-based algorithm may therefore be more useful.

For real SKA data, however, one time step will likely be equivalent to around 10s of data, meaning that the
w coordinate will change more slowly with time step. This would allow the number of time steps per block to
be increased to perhaps 30 per time step, at which point the moving-window code is roughly twice as fast as
the tile-based code.

One further consideration is that the moving-window code requires visibility data to be sorted by baseline,
and therefore can’t be used with something like baseline dependent averaging which disrupts the order of the
visibilities. The tile-based code does not require sorted data but instead bucket sorts visibilities by u and v
coordinates on the GPU. This leads to some performance cost but allows the method to be combined with BDA.

13 Conclusions and further work
This was an initial investigation of how the tile-based algorithm differed from the moving-window algorithm,
and a test of how difficult it is to standardize the input data used for evaluating algorithms. While simple in
theory, a number of pitfalls were found in practice. For the wprojection gridding algorithm these were mainly in
assumptions about how kernels were treated – can kernels have an odd number of elements, how is the symmetry
of the kernels to be handled, should the values be gridded onto the centre or corner of the grid tiles, should
kernels store values in order of position in the oversampled tile or offset from the centre of the tile etc. Sorting
out these small details meant there was a surprising amount of work in going from hard coded dummy data
to realistic inputs. As we begin to optimise new algorithms in the SKA pipeline, it will be useful to work on
the same data sets and with such assumptions clarified as much as possible – particularly if multiple groups or
industry partners will be working on the same algorithm.

As few changes were made to the moving-window code as possible. There are some further changes which
could be made, either to optimise it or for added functionality.

• Compact convolution kernels – don’t pad kernels but instead keep an array with the offset to the start of
every kernel in the array.

• Exploit symmetry of convolution kernels about the w coordinate to reduce memory required
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• Add calculation of
√

w to gridding kernel rather than preprocessing

• Read in a weight for each visibility and use it to weight visibilities as part of the gridding kernel

As the changes made to the moving-window code were not heavily optimised, the performance comparison
between the two codes cannot be completely conclusive. However, this test suggests that the tile-based algo-
rithm is a comparable and possible more accurate alternative for simulation work, whereas the moving-window
algorithm is more appropriate for real SKA data in circumstances where baseline dependent averaging is not
used. Both approaches use similar amounts of memory, with the tile-based code using less memory for kernel
data and the moving-window code able to use less memory for visibility data.

Further investigation could include the following areas:

• Testing whether the assumption that communication can be completely overlapped with computation
holds, and find the optimal communication strategy

• Comparison of the moving-window and tile-based codes on a data set with a realistic time interval, such
as 10s.

• A comparison of Image Domain Gridding with the previous gridding codes on the same data sets and
architectures
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Analysis Report

addToGrid(float2[1][5000]*, float2 const [146][146][4][4]*, float2 const [1][1][16]*, 
float3 const [1][16]*, uint2 const *, unsigned int, double*)
Duration 24.145 ms (24,145,036 ns)

Grid Size [ 130816,1,1 ]

Block Size [ 1024,1,1 ]

Registers/Thread 29

Shared  Memory/Block 384 B

Shared Memory Executed 64 KiB

Shared Memory Bank Size 4 B

[0] Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB[0] Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB[0] Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB[0] Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB

GPU UUID GPU-41aba421-c192-2c2b-6d42-38bda85910c8

Compute Capability 6.0

Max. Threads per Block 1024

Max. Threads per Multiprocessor 2048

Max. Shared Memory per Block 48 KiB

Max. Shared Memory per Multiprocessor 64 KiB

Max. Registers per Block 65536

Max. Registers per Multiprocessor 65536

Max. Grid Dimensions [ 2147483647, 65535, 65535 ]

Max. Block Dimensions [ 1024, 1024, 64 ]

Max. Warps per Multiprocessor 64

Max. Blocks per Multiprocessor 32

Half Precision FLOP/s 9.523 TeraFLOP/s

Single Precision FLOP/s 9.523 TeraFLOP/s

Double Precision FLOP/s 4.761 TeraFLOP/s

Number of Multiprocessors 56

Multiprocessor Clock Rate 1.328 GHz

Concurrent Kernel true

Max IPC 3

Threads per Warp 32

Global Memory Bandwidth 732.16 GB/s

Global Memory Size 15.895 GiB

Constant Memory Size 64 KiB

L2 Cache Size 4 MiB

Memcpy Engines 2

PCIe Generation 3

PCIe Link Rate 8 Gbit/s

PCIe Link Width 16
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1. Compute, Bandwidth, or Latency Bound
The first step in analyzing an individual kernel is to determine if the performance of the kernel is bounded by computation, memory 
bandwidth, or instruction/memory latency.  The results below indicate that the performance of kernel "addToGrid" is most likely 
limited by memory bandwidth. You should first examine the information in the "Memory Bandwidth" section to determine how it is 
limiting performance.

1.1. Kernel Performance Is Bound By Memory Bandwidth
For device "Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB" the kernel's compute utilization is significantly lower than its memory utilization. These 
utilization levels indicate that the performance of the kernel is most likely being limited by the memory system. For this kernel the 
limiting factor in the memory system is the bandwidth of the L2 Cache memory.
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2. Memory Bandwidth
Memory bandwidth limits the performance of a kernel when one or more memories in the GPU cannot provide data at the rate 
requested by the kernel. The results below indicate that the kernel is limited by the bandwidth available to the L2 cache.

2.1. Global Memory Alignment and Access Pattern
Memory bandwidth is used most efficiently when each global memory load and store has proper alignment and access pattern.

Optimization: Each entry below points to a global load or store within the kernel with an inefficient alignment or access pattern. 
For each load or store improve the alignment and access pattern of the memory access.

/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_with_imaging/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_with_imaging/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_with_imaging/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_with_imaging/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu

Line 63 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24189477 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 63 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24185133 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 63 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24192756 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 63 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24187012 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 63 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24190962 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 63 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24189703 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 63 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24186571 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 63 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24191186 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 63 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24190484 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 63 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24191839 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 63 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24187527 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 63 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24192384 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 76 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 1, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 130816 L2 transactions for 130816 total 
executions ]

Line 78 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 1, Ideal Transactions/Access = 4 [ 4186112 L2 transactions for 4186112 total 
executions ]

Line 86 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 6, Ideal Transactions/Access = 4 [ 784896 L2 transactions for 130816 total 
executions ]

Line 86 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 6, Ideal Transactions/Access = 4 [ 784896 L2 transactions for 130816 total 
executions ]

Line 137 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 4, Ideal Transactions/Access = 16 [ 523264 L2 transactions for 130816 total 
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/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_with_imaging/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_with_imaging/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu

executions ]

Line 151 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 1, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 4186112 L2 transactions for 4186112 total 
executions ]

Line 195 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24187560 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 195 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24187582 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 195 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24186626 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 195 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24184973 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

2.2. GPU Utilization Is Limited By Memory Bandwidth
The following table shows the memory bandwidth used by this kernel for the various types of memory on the device. The table also 
shows the utilization of each memory type relative to the maximum throughput supported by the memory. The results show that the 
kernel's performance is potentially limited by the bandwidth available from one or more of the memories on the device.

Optimization: Try the following optimizations for the memory with high bandwidth utilization.
	Shared Memory - If possible use 64-bit accesses to shared memory and 8-byte bank mode to achieved 2x throughput.
	L2 Cache - Align and block kernel data to maximize L2 cache efficiency.
	Unified Cache - Reallocate texture data to shared or global memory. Resolve alignment and access pattern issues for global loads 
and stores.
	Device Memory - Resolve alignment and access pattern issues for global loads and stores.
	System Memory (via PCIe) - Make sure performance critical data is placed in device or shared memory.
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3. Instruction and Memory Latency
Instruction and memory latency limit the performance of a kernel when the GPU does not have enough work to keep busy. The 
performance of latency-limited kernels can often be improved by increasing occupancy.  Occupancy is a measure of how many 
warps the kernel has active on the GPU, relative to the maximum number of warps supported by the GPU. Theoretical occupancy 
provides an upper bound while achieved occupancy indicates the kernel's actual occupancy. 

3.1. Occupancy Is Not Limiting Kernel Performance
The kernel's block size, register usage, and shared memory usage allow it to fully utilize all warps on the GPU.

3.2. Occupancy Charts
The following charts show how varying different components of the kernel will impact theoretical occupancy. 
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4. Compute Resources
GPU compute resources limit the performance of a kernel when those resources are insufficient or poorly utilized. Compute 
resources are used most efficiently when all threads in a warp have the same branching and predication behavior. The results below 
indicate that a significant fraction of the available compute performance is being wasted because branch and predication behavior is 
differing for threads within a warp. 

4.1. Divergent Branches
Compute resource are used most efficiently when all threads in a warp have the same branching behavior. When this does not 
occur the branch is said to be divergent. Divergent branches lower warp execution efficiency which leads to inefficient use of the 
GPU's compute resources. 

Optimization: Each entry below points to a divergent branch within the kernel. For each branch reduce the amount of intra-warp 
divergence.

/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_with_imaging/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_with_imaging/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_with_imaging/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_with_imaging/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu

Line 84 Divergence = 0% [ 0 divergent executions out of 130816 total executions ]

Line 136 Divergence = 0% [ 0 divergent executions out of 130816 total executions ]

Line 158 Divergence = 0.8% [ 20801 divergent executions out of 2491931 total executions ]

Line 158 Divergence = 2.6% [ 110015 divergent executions out of 4186112 total executions ]

Line 242 Divergence = 0% [ 0 divergent executions out of 1567354 total executions ]

4.2. Function Unit Utilization
Different types of instructions are executed on different function units within each SM. Performance can be limited if a function 
unit is over-used by the instructions executed by the kernel. The following results show that the kernel's performance is not limited 
by overuse of any function unit.
	Load/Store - Load and store instructions for shared and constant memory.
	Texture - Load and store instructions for local, global, and texture memory.
	Half - Half-precision floating-point arithmetic instructions.
	Single - Single-precision integer and floating-point arithmetic instructions.
	Double - Double-precision floating-point arithmetic instructions.
	Special - Special arithmetic instructions such as sin, cos, popc, etc.
	Control-Flow - Direct and indirect branches, jumps, and calls.

4.3. Instruction Execution Counts
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The following chart shows the mix of instructions executed by the kernel. The instructions are grouped into classes and for each 
class the chart shows the percentage of thread execution cycles that were devoted to executing instructions in that class. The 
"Inactive" result shows the thread executions that did not execute any instruction because the thread was predicated or inactive due 
to divergence.

4.4. Floating-Point Operation Counts
The following chart shows the mix of floating-point operations executed by the kernel. The operations are grouped into classes and 
for each class the chart shows the percentage of thread execution cycles that were devoted to executing operations in that class. The 
results do not sum to 100% because non-floating-point operations executed by the kernel are not shown in this chart.
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Analysis Report

addToGrid(float2[1][5000]*, float2 const [146][146][4][4]*, float2 const [1][1]
[130816]*, float3 const [1][130816]*, uint2 const *, unsigned int, double*)
Duration 24.177 ms (24,177,494 ns)

Grid Size [ 130816,1,1 ]

Block Size [ 1024,1,1 ]

Registers/Thread 29

Shared  Memory/Block 384 B

Shared Memory Executed 64 KiB

Shared Memory Bank Size 4 B

[0] Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB[0] Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB[0] Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB[0] Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB

GPU UUID GPU-41aba421-c192-2c2b-6d42-38bda85910c8

Compute Capability 6.0

Max. Threads per Block 1024

Max. Threads per Multiprocessor 2048

Max. Shared Memory per Block 48 KiB

Max. Shared Memory per Multiprocessor 64 KiB

Max. Registers per Block 65536

Max. Registers per Multiprocessor 65536

Max. Grid Dimensions [ 2147483647, 65535, 65535 ]

Max. Block Dimensions [ 1024, 1024, 64 ]

Max. Warps per Multiprocessor 64

Max. Blocks per Multiprocessor 32

Half Precision FLOP/s 9.523 TeraFLOP/s

Single Precision FLOP/s 9.523 TeraFLOP/s

Double Precision FLOP/s 4.761 TeraFLOP/s

Number of Multiprocessors 56

Multiprocessor Clock Rate 1.328 GHz

Concurrent Kernel true

Max IPC 3

Threads per Warp 32

Global Memory Bandwidth 732.16 GB/s

Global Memory Size 15.895 GiB

Constant Memory Size 64 KiB

L2 Cache Size 4 MiB

Memcpy Engines 2

PCIe Generation 3

PCIe Link Rate 8 Gbit/s

PCIe Link Width 16
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1. Compute, Bandwidth, or Latency Bound
The first step in analyzing an individual kernel is to determine if the performance of the kernel is bounded by computation, memory 
bandwidth, or instruction/memory latency.  The results below indicate that the performance of kernel "addToGrid" is most likely 
limited by memory bandwidth. You should first examine the information in the "Memory Bandwidth" section to determine how it is 
limiting performance.

1.1. Kernel Performance Is Bound By Memory Bandwidth
For device "Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB" the kernel's compute utilization is significantly lower than its memory utilization. These 
utilization levels indicate that the performance of the kernel is most likely being limited by the memory system. For this kernel the 
limiting factor in the memory system is the bandwidth of the L2 Cache memory.
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2. Memory Bandwidth
Memory bandwidth limits the performance of a kernel when one or more memories in the GPU cannot provide data at the rate 
requested by the kernel. The results below indicate that the kernel is limited by the bandwidth available to the L2 cache.

2.1. Global Memory Alignment and Access Pattern
Memory bandwidth is used most efficiently when each global memory load and store has proper alignment and access pattern.

Optimization: Each entry below points to a global load or store within the kernel with an inefficient alignment or access pattern. 
For each load or store improve the alignment and access pattern of the memory access.

/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_romein_reorder_test/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_romein_reorder_test/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_romein_reorder_test/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_romein_reorder_test/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu

Line 73 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24189703 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 73 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24186571 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 73 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24191839 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 73 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24187012 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 73 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24190484 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 73 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24192756 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 73 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24191186 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 73 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24189477 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 73 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24185133 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 73 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24190962 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 73 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24187527 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 73 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24192384 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 86 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 1, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 130816 L2 transactions for 130816 total 
executions ]

Line 91 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 1, Ideal Transactions/Access = 4 [ 4186112 L2 transactions for 4186112 total 
executions ]

Line 103 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 16, Ideal Transactions/Access = 4 [ 2093056 L2 transactions for 130816 total 
executions ]

Line 103 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 16, Ideal Transactions/Access = 4 [ 2093056 L2 transactions for 130816 total 
executions ]

Line 156 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 16, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 2093056 L2 transactions for 130816 total 
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/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_romein_reorder_test/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_romein_reorder_test/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu

executions ]

Line 167 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 1, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 4186112 L2 transactions for 4186112 total 
executions ]

Line 210 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24184973 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 210 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24187582 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 210 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24187560 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

Line 210 Global Load L2 Transactions/Access = 9.7, Ideal Transactions/Access = 8 [ 24186626 L2 transactions for 2491931 
total executions ]

2.2. GPU Utilization Is Limited By Memory Bandwidth
The following table shows the memory bandwidth used by this kernel for the various types of memory on the device. The table also 
shows the utilization of each memory type relative to the maximum throughput supported by the memory. The results show that the 
kernel's performance is potentially limited by the bandwidth available from one or more of the memories on the device.

Optimization: Try the following optimizations for the memory with high bandwidth utilization.
	Shared Memory - If possible use 64-bit accesses to shared memory and 8-byte bank mode to achieved 2x throughput.
	L2 Cache - Align and block kernel data to maximize L2 cache efficiency.
	Unified Cache - Reallocate texture data to shared or global memory. Resolve alignment and access pattern issues for global loads 
and stores.
	Device Memory - Resolve alignment and access pattern issues for global loads and stores.
	System Memory (via PCIe) - Make sure performance critical data is placed in device or shared memory.
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3. Instruction and Memory Latency
Instruction and memory latency limit the performance of a kernel when the GPU does not have enough work to keep busy. The 
performance of latency-limited kernels can often be improved by increasing occupancy.  Occupancy is a measure of how many 
warps the kernel has active on the GPU, relative to the maximum number of warps supported by the GPU. Theoretical occupancy 
provides an upper bound while achieved occupancy indicates the kernel's actual occupancy. 

3.1. Occupancy Is Not Limiting Kernel Performance
The kernel's block size, register usage, and shared memory usage allow it to fully utilize all warps on the GPU.

3.2. Occupancy Charts
The following charts show how varying different components of the kernel will impact theoretical occupancy. 
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4. Compute Resources
GPU compute resources limit the performance of a kernel when those resources are insufficient or poorly utilized. Compute 
resources are used most efficiently when all threads in a warp have the same branching and predication behavior. The results below 
indicate that a significant fraction of the available compute performance is being wasted because branch and predication behavior is 
differing for threads within a warp. 

4.1. Divergent Branches
Compute resource are used most efficiently when all threads in a warp have the same branching behavior. When this does not 
occur the branch is said to be divergent. Divergent branches lower warp execution efficiency which leads to inefficient use of the 
GPU's compute resources. 

Optimization: Each entry below points to a divergent branch within the kernel. For each branch reduce the amount of intra-warp 
divergence.

/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_romein_reorder_test/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_romein_reorder_test/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_romein_reorder_test/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu/data/oerc-rse/oerc0113/SDP/gridding/gridding_romein_reorder_test/oskar_grid_wproj_gpu.cu

Line 98 Divergence = 0% [ 0 divergent executions out of 130816 total executions ]

Line 152 Divergence = 0% [ 0 divergent executions out of 130816 total executions ]

Line 173 Divergence = 0.8% [ 20801 divergent executions out of 2491931 total executions ]

Line 173 Divergence = 2.6% [ 110015 divergent executions out of 4186112 total executions ]

Line 257 Divergence = 0% [ 0 divergent executions out of 1567354 total executions ]

4.2. Function Unit Utilization
Different types of instructions are executed on different function units within each SM. Performance can be limited if a function 
unit is over-used by the instructions executed by the kernel. The following results show that the kernel's performance is not limited 
by overuse of any function unit.
	Load/Store - Load and store instructions for shared and constant memory.
	Texture - Load and store instructions for local, global, and texture memory.
	Half - Half-precision floating-point arithmetic instructions.
	Single - Single-precision integer and floating-point arithmetic instructions.
	Double - Double-precision floating-point arithmetic instructions.
	Special - Special arithmetic instructions such as sin, cos, popc, etc.
	Control-Flow - Direct and indirect branches, jumps, and calls.

4.3. Instruction Execution Counts
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The following chart shows the mix of instructions executed by the kernel. The instructions are grouped into classes and for each 
class the chart shows the percentage of thread execution cycles that were devoted to executing instructions in that class. The 
"Inactive" result shows the thread executions that did not execute any instruction because the thread was predicated or inactive due 
to divergence.

4.4. Floating-Point Operation Counts
The following chart shows the mix of floating-point operations executed by the kernel. The operations are grouped into classes and 
for each class the chart shows the percentage of thread execution cycles that were devoted to executing operations in that class. The 
results do not sum to 100% because non-floating-point operations executed by the kernel are not shown in this chart.
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Analysis Report

void oskar_process_tiles_dynamic<int=8, int=8>(int, int const *, int, int const *, 
float2 const *, double, double, int, Box, Box, Point, Point, Point, Box, int const *, int 
const *, float const *, float const *, float const *, float2 const *, float const *, int2 
const *, int*, int, double*, float*, int)
Duration 369.706 ms (369,706,031 ns)

Grid Size [ 10000,1,1 ]

Block Size [ 32,1,1 ]

Registers/Thread 92

Shared  Memory/Block 3.125 KiB

Shared Memory Requested 64 KiB

Shared Memory Executed 64 KiB

Shared Memory Bank Size 4 B

[0] Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB[0] Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB[0] Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB[0] Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB

GPU UUID GPU-41aba421-c192-2c2b-6d42-38bda85910c8

Compute Capability 6.0

Max. Threads per Block 1024

Max. Threads per Multiprocessor 2048

Max. Shared Memory per Block 48 KiB

Max. Shared Memory per Multiprocessor 64 KiB

Max. Registers per Block 65536

Max. Registers per Multiprocessor 65536

Max. Grid Dimensions [ 2147483647, 65535, 65535 ]

Max. Block Dimensions [ 1024, 1024, 64 ]

Max. Warps per Multiprocessor 64

Max. Blocks per Multiprocessor 32

Half Precision FLOP/s 9.523 TeraFLOP/s

Single Precision FLOP/s 9.523 TeraFLOP/s

Double Precision FLOP/s 4.761 TeraFLOP/s

Number of Multiprocessors 56

Multiprocessor Clock Rate 1.328 GHz

Concurrent Kernel true

Max IPC 3

Threads per Warp 32

Global Memory Bandwidth 732.16 GB/s

Global Memory Size 15.895 GiB

Constant Memory Size 64 KiB

L2 Cache Size 4 MiB

Memcpy Engines 2

PCIe Generation 3
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[0] Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB[0] Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB

PCIe Link Rate 8 Gbit/s

PCIe Link Width 16
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1. Compute, Bandwidth, or Latency Bound
The first step in analyzing an individual kernel is to determine if the performance of the kernel is bounded by computation, memory 
bandwidth, or instruction/memory latency.  The results below indicate that the performance of kernel "void 
oskar_process_tiles_dy..." is most likely limited by compute. You should first examine the information in the "Compute Resources" 
section to determine how it is limiting performance.

1.1. Kernel Performance Is Bound By Compute
For device "Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB" the kernel's memory utilization is significantly lower than its compute utilization. These 
utilization levels indicate that the performance of the kernel is most likely being limited by computation on the SMs.
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2. Compute Resources
GPU compute resources limit the performance of a kernel when those resources are insufficient or poorly utilized. Compute 
resources are used most efficiently when all threads in a warp have the same branching and predication behavior. The results below 
indicate that a significant fraction of the available compute performance is being wasted because branch and predication behavior is 
differing for threads within a warp. 

2.1. Low Warp Execution Efficiency
Warp execution efficiency is the average percentage of active threads in each executed warp. Increasing warp execution efficiency 
will increase utilization of the GPU's compute resources. The kernel's warp execution efficiency of 45.6% is less than 100% due to 
divergent branches and predicated instructions. If predicated instructions are not taken into account the warp execution efficiency 
for these kernels is 52.7%.

Optimization: Reduce the amount of intra-warp divergence and predication in the kernel.

2.2. Function Unit Utilization
Different types of instructions are executed on different function units within each SM. Performance can be limited if a function 
unit is over-used by the instructions executed by the kernel. The following results show that the kernel's performance is not limited 
by overuse of any function unit.
	Load/Store - Load and store instructions for shared and constant memory.
	Texture - Load and store instructions for local, global, and texture memory.
	Half - Half-precision floating-point arithmetic instructions.
	Single - Single-precision integer and floating-point arithmetic instructions.
	Double - Double-precision floating-point arithmetic instructions.
	Special - Special arithmetic instructions such as sin, cos, popc, etc.
	Control-Flow - Direct and indirect branches, jumps, and calls.

2.3. Instruction Execution Counts
The following chart shows the mix of instructions executed by the kernel. The instructions are grouped into classes and for each 
class the chart shows the percentage of thread execution cycles that were devoted to executing instructions in that class. The 
"Inactive" result shows the thread executions that did not execute any instruction because the thread was predicated or inactive due 
to divergence.
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2.4. Floating-Point Operation Counts
The following chart shows the mix of floating-point operations executed by the kernel. The operations are grouped into classes and 
for each class the chart shows the percentage of thread execution cycles that were devoted to executing operations in that class. The 
results do not sum to 100% because non-floating-point operations executed by the kernel are not shown in this chart.
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3. Memory Bandwidth
Memory bandwidth limits the performance of a kernel when one or more memories in the GPU cannot provide data at the rate 
requested by the kernel. 

3.1. Memory Bandwidth And Utilization
The following table shows the memory bandwidth used by this kernel for the various types of memory on the device. The table also 
shows the utilization of each memory type relative to the maximum throughput supported by the memory.
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4. Instruction and Memory Latency
Instruction and memory latency limit the performance of a kernel when the GPU does not have enough work to keep busy. The 
performance of latency-limited kernels can often be improved by increasing occupancy.  Occupancy is a measure of how many 
warps the kernel has active on the GPU, relative to the maximum number of warps supported by the GPU. Theoretical occupancy 
provides an upper bound while achieved occupancy indicates the kernel's actual occupancy. The results below indicate that 
occupancy can be improved by reducing the amount of shared memory used by the kernel.

4.1. GPU Utilization Is Limited By Shared Memory Usage
The kernel uses 3.125 KiB of shared memory for each block. This shared memory usage is likely preventing the kernel from fully 
utilizing the GPU. Device "Tesla P100-PCIE-16GB" is configured to have 64 KiB of shared memory for each SM. Because the 
kernel uses 3.125 KiB of shared memory for each block each SM is limited to simultaneously executing 19 blocks (19 warps). 
Chart "Varying Shared Memory Usage" below shows how changing shared memory usage will change the number of blocks that 
can execute on each SM.

Optimization: Reduce shared memory usage to increase the number of blocks that can execute on each SM. You can also increase 
the number of blocks that can execute on each SM by increasing the amount of shared memory available to your kernel. You do 
this by setting the preferred cache configuration to "prefer shared".

4.2. Occupancy Charts
The following charts show how varying different components of the kernel will impact theoretical occupancy. 
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